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., . The rates of attachment of. gaseous, thermal electrons (3000K~toN02in thepresenc~ of 'severalinert gases have been 'measured. In the pressure range fr'om 3 to 70 mm, the r~te of attach-, I ' ment is ind-ependent of the pressure, but dependent on the nature, of the inert gas. A mechanism is ~roposed that accounts for these observations. <,density in ·th.e'cavity~. The rate at which electrons disa.ppear" ' . , .. ; . .
,'.;
" ."
The NO and N0 2 employed were Matheson gases of 99.5% stated purity and the inert gases were reagent grade obtained , , ", from Airco . All, were used without furiher puiification.
In any experiment, N0 2 from a lecture bottle was let into the system through an acetone/C0 2 cold,trap. The gas was then
. ~ondensed in i a l'iquid' N2 'trap and pumped on for several minutes . drawn to give the' :iirst,ord~r' rate constant for electron decay.
An example of such a plot is given in Fig. 1 ; ,,"','; " correcti~m factor was 3%-5% of the measured rate constant" but
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"" 'i'n low pres'sures of He, where diffusion losses w'ere high, j.t '
, 'approached' 20% of the measured value. The pseudo first-order
rate constant for electron attachment ~o N02thus obtained was sh6wn to be independent of the concentration of NO. , because of' the equilibrium NO + N0 2 <1 e.'-N 2 0 3 was not important:. " .. ,'
• :total gas pressure in Fig. 2 . It is clear than in thept~ssure:
'<',~,.,o·~:.:;:.' .range studied, the pseudo first-order rate constant for electron ~ a ttachmentto N0 2 depends, ,on the; nature, but not on the concentration of ,inert gas. In Fig. 3 .. ;'. :
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where k dependsbn the nature of the inert gas.
-The values of k are givert in Table -I . . : -!
• The dependence of the attachment role on the nature but 'not the concentration of inert gas is similar to the behavior found for some atom-diatomic molecule radiative association t ' 5 reac lons.
By ,analogy to these cases we Can postulate the ~lectron attachment mechanism is EqUation ( 6) order of the stant on the dee) '_ k l k 3 (N0 2 )(e) dt -. k3+k4
is co}).sis tent with ; reaction, and with natur'e of the inert (6) the experimentally observed the dependence -of the rate congas.
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:'.' .. to those thatbc6ur irithermal unimolecula~ reactions, k3
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, should ,be approximately 10-10cc/molecule sec. The value of
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k3mi~htbe ev~n larger beCause of, the effect of ion induc~d' k4 is much larger than k 3 ,and if it were much less than k 3 , the effect of. thenaiure'of the inert gas on the rate would .... :
'.,' .
-'
, ' disappear. Thus ,'k3 ,andk 4 are ,of the same ' order. In the pressure range 'of our experiments, we then can estimate that'
' . k3+k4 M ~ 10 . sec , Which implies that the lifetime of the ", ion ' "lith respect to spontaneous electron detachment is greater ,', :than 10-8 sec. \ be roughly 10-10 cc/mo1ecu1e sec in order to be consistent with', : ' the experiment~l rate, c~nstants. This v'alue for kl means "that the cross.,se~tion, for the attachm~nt process is 10-16
which is not an unreasonable value. 'Therefore the dir~ct attach-. ment mechanism with collisional deactivation and detachment of ';
: , , ,<"j", the excited ion i~ cons'istent with the reaction order J the shows a c'lear maximum at the argon mass J with the -rate. constant " . , .
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